OR1.0 GENERAL OMEGA UNITS

OMEGA MRB AND CL #20
OR1.0 OMEGA FREIGHTERS
OR1.1 OMEGA CIVILLIAN SHIPS
OR1.2 OMEGA CIVILLIAN SMALL FREIGHTER (FS)
OR1.3 OMEGA CIVILLIAN LARGE FREIGHTER (FL)
OR1.4 OMEGA CIVILLIAN EXPRESS BOAT (XB)
OR1.5 OMEGA CIVILLIAN PASSENGER LINER (PL)

OMEGA MRB
OR1.B0 OMEGA BASES
OR1.B1 OMEGA BASE NOTES

OMEGA 5
OR1.B01 OMEGA GROUND BASE GENERAL NOTES
OR1.B011 OMEGA GROUND BASE SHIELDS
OR1.B012 OMEGA GROUND BASE FIGHTERS AND POWER
OR1.B013 OMEGA GROUND BASE NON STANDARIZATION

OMEGA MRB AND OMEGA 5
OR1.F0 OMEGA FIGHTERS
OR1.F1 OMEGA FIGHTER NOTES

OMEGA 5
OR1.F2 OMEGA FIGHTER WEAPON RANGES
OR1.F21 OMEGA FIGHTER PHASER RANGES
OR1.F22 OMEGA FIGHTER HEAVY DIRECT-FIRE WEAPON RANGES
OR1.F221 OMEGA FIGHTER SEAKING WEAPON MAXIMUM RANGES
OR1.F3 OMEGA FIGHTER SQUADRON ORGANIZATIONS BY EMPIRE
OR1.F4 OMEGA FIGHTER SUBSTITUTIONS
OR1.F41 OMEGA SUBSTITUTIONS OF + AND ^ HEAVY FIGHTERS
OR1.F42 OMEGA SUBSTITUTIONS OF = HEAVY FIGHTERS
OR1.F43 OMEGA FIGHTER SUBSTITUTIONS AND READY RACKS
OR1.F5 OMEGA FIGHTER ELECTRONIC WARFARE PODS

OMEGA MRB
OR1.PF0 OMEGA FAST PATROL SHIPS
OR1.PF1 OMEGA FAST PATROL SHIP NOTES
OMEGA FAST PATROL SHIP COMBAT NOTES

OMEGA 5
OR1.PF2 OMEGA FAST PATROL SHIP WEAPON RANGES
OR1.PF3 OMEGA FAST PATROL SHIP FLOTILLA ORGANIZATIONS BY EMPIRE

OMEGA 5
OR1.R0 OMEGA GENERAL REFITS
OR1.R1 OMEGA MECH LINK REFITS

OMEGA MRB
OR1.S0 OMEGA SHUTTLES
OR1.S1 OMEGA SHUTTLECRAFT
OR1.S11 OMEGA SHUTTLECRAFT PHASERS
OR1.S12 OMEGA SHUTTLECRAFT BPV
OR1.S13 OMEGA SHUTTLECRAFT ROLES
OR1.S14 OMEGA SHUTTLECRAFT COUNTERS
OR1.S2 OMEGA MULTI-ROLE SHUTTLES